Abstract: Photonic lattices, arrays of evanescently coupled waveguides written by femtosecond laser, are often used to control the flow of light. Two cases are here considered experimentally. i) In the linear regime, a faithful transfer is achieved when the photonic structure is judiciously designed. ii) In the nonlinear regime, we show that photonic lattices support a new type of laser filaments, called lattice filaments, with controllable attributes. Faithful communication Hamiltonian. -The faithful transfer of signals is a necessary requirement for further developments in these directions, and has thus attracted considerable interest. In the linear regime, one way to prevent the uncontrollable spread of the wavepacket is to judiciously engineer the coupling constants between adjacent waveguides (i.e. adjust the corresponding separation distance according to Fig. 1a ). This scenario has been also studied thoroughly in the context of quantum networks [5] , and various faithful-communication (FC) Hamiltonians have been proposed. In our case, in a photonic lattice of N waveguides of fixed length L (see Fig. 1b ), faithful (ideally perfect) power transfer from the kth to the (N − k + 1)th waveguide can be achieved if the couplings C k,k±1 between neighbouring waveguides k and k + 1 are chosen according to:
Faithful communication Hamiltonian. -The faithful transfer of signals is a necessary requirement for further developments in these directions, and has thus attracted considerable interest. In the linear regime, one way to prevent the uncontrollable spread of the wavepacket is to judiciously engineer the coupling constants between adjacent waveguides (i.e. adjust the corresponding separation distance according to Fig. 1a ). This scenario has been [7] also studied thoroughly in the context of quantum networks [5] , and various faithful-communication (FC) Hamiltonians have been proposed. In our case, in a photonic lattice of N waveguides of fixed length L (see Fig. 1b ), faithful (ideally perfect) power transfer from the kth to the (N − k + 1)th waveguide can be achieved if the couplings C k,k±1 between neighbouring waveguides k and k + 1 are chosen according to: Adapted from [10] with C 0 = π/(2L). Here, in the context of femtosecond-laser-written waveguide arrays [6] , we present the first experimental realization of such a system. Our observations are compared to theoretical predictions (see Fig. 1c ).
The influence of disorder and losses are also discussed.
Lattice filaments. -Then, we considered a standard PL (i.e. with constant coupling) but in the nonlinear regime, more particularly where laser filamentation occurs. Filaments appear at laser pulse powers exceeding a critical power and result from a competition involving the optical Kerr effect, generation of free electrons, plasma induced defocusing, nonlinear losses and dispersion [8] . A control of this competition is extremely challenging since specific applications of filaments would request some of their features to be tuned along the propagation distance. However, high intensities within a standard filament make this task almost impossible with conventional optical elements. We demonstrate experimentally here that the techniques for stabilizing spatial solitons via the use of photonic lattices [2, 9] extend advantageously to filamentation control [10] . Diffraction due to the lattice modifies the competition between linear and nonlinear effects that occur in a standard filament (SF). It prevents high intensities to be reached, thereby limiting nonlinear losses, by regularizing the energy flux from the periphery to the core of the filament. A nonlinear structure called intense lattice filament (LF) forms over a short propagation distance in the lattice (see Fig. 2a ), with attributes that can be effectively tailored by adjusting the lattice properties (modulation depth and period), as depicted in Fig. 2b . We also shown that the LF attributes can be dynamically tailored through the interaction between filaments [10] . This opens the way for extensive all-optical control of the nonlinear propagation of intense ultrafast wave packets.
